Abstract. An integer a is called a congruent number if and only if there are positive integer solutions to the system of equations x2 + ay"1 = z2 and x2 -ay1 = /2.
(1) x + ay = z and x -ay = t .
It is easy to see that en2 is a congruent number if and only if c is a congruent number. Thus it suffices to study only square-free congruent numbers.
The earliest reference to congruent numbers in the literature dates back to a tenth century Arab manuscript. For a more detailed account of the early history of congruent numbers, see Dickson [3, Chapter 16, . More recent references to congruent numbers can be found in several texts. See, for example, Uspensky and Heaslet [6] and Mordell [5] . For the most recent results on congruent numbers, see Also, every congruent number a satisfying Eq. (1) must be of the form
There are other forms that a congruent number may take; in fact, the following are all congruent numbers:
If x and y have opposite parity, then the following are also congruent numbers:
x + 6x y + y , x -6x y + y .
In Alter, Curtz and Kubota [1] , other results on congruent numbers and a list of known results on noncongruent numbers is given.
In 1915, Gérardin [4] listed 62 square-free congruent numbers less than 1000 for which x is less than 3722 in Eq. (1). (The list actually contains 63 numbers but one is not square-free and thus is an error.) At the time he posed the problem of finding all square-free congruent numbers less than 1000. This was followed by a note of Bastien [2] in which he listed all square-free congruent numbers less than 100. Using new results and a computer search based primarily on Eq. (3), Alter, Curtz and Kubota [1] determine 334 of the 608 square-free numbers less than 1000 to be either congruent (198 numbers) or noncongruent (136 numbers). These numbers are exhibited in tables of congruent and noncongruent numbers.
It is the aim of this note to find new congruent numbers less than 1000. This is done by using a computer search based on (4) and (5), in which the parameters were taken as large as double precision would allow. A discussion of this program can be found in [1] . In fact only 18 new congruent numbers were found, leaving 256 square-free numbers less than 1000 that are still undetermined.
A complete list of known (square-free) congruent numbers less than 1000 is contained below in Table 1 . Table 1 Square-Free Congruent Numbers < 1000
These new congruent numbers further strengthen the following conjecture which also appears in [1] .
Conjecture. Ifn= 5,6 or 1 (mod 8) then n is a congruent number.
The first three such n still unsettled are 103, 127, 133.
Although this note deals primarily with congruent numbers, our previously published list of known noncongruent numbers is repeated here for the convenience of the reader. For more information about Table 2 , the reader is again referred to [1] . Table 2 Noncongruent Numbers < 1000
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